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                Although secondary prevention has been a longstanding healthcare imperative, in many cases, trials using this approach have not improved health outcomes2,3,4. One reason why these have failed is because the interventions often came too late in the disease process. For instance, even though a randomized trial of the small-molecule Î²-secretase 1 inhibitor verubecestat was targeted to prodromal Alzheimerâ€™s disease patients at high risk for progression, it failed to meet its endpoints, likely because of mistimed (that is, late) intervention. In this trial, the participants already had cognitive symptoms of mild-to-moderate dementia due to the presence of pathological signs of elevated Î²-amyloid deposits in their brains; thus, the intervention was probably neither sufficiently effective nor early enough in the disease process to have a chance of therapeutic success. Notably, a worse clinical outcome was observed in the verubecestat group than in the placebo group.
As a general rule, as diseases advance progressively over time, the combined action of known and unknown causal factors damage the integrity of critical biological networks motifs (redundant feedback and feed-forward loops)5. Gradually, this disrupts the natural flow of essential cell signaling and leads to a loss of biological function, which ultimately manifests itself in overt disease phenotypes and symptoms. Over time, comorbidities and inefficient polypharmacy treatments take over, and organ systems of the human body undergo irreversible, progressive destruction of biological network motifs. Thus, patients lose their physiologic reserve and succumb to underlying conditions, without the ability to restore health. From a physiological standpoint, for individuals at a high risk of developing disease, it makes sense to act at a point sufficiently early in disease processes when biological network motifs still retain sufficient integrity and function to respond to interventions and prevent further decline â€” or even reverse it.
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                    Fig. 1: Differences in primary prevention, secondary prevention and early disease intervention, depicting target groups, goals and examples for each approach.[image: ]


Fig. 2: Hypothetical illustrative example of integrated early disease intervention paradigm.[image: ]
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